2015 Regional
Saturday, January 24
Energy, Coast, and Environment Bldg.
Louisiana State University Campus

Agenda
9am-1:30pm

9-9:45  Team Registration and Setup
   Judges Check-in

9:50   Welcome

10:00  Michael Alvarez
   Shell Representative

   Recognition of Teams

10:15  Team Presentations

11:45  Judges Retreat

Lunch

12:30  Finals

1:30   Awards

Sponsor: Many Thanks to Shell
Special Awards: NCEES and ASABE

Google Maps/GPS Address: Energy, Coast, and Environment Building LSU Nicholson Drive Extension
Link from the East/West Interstate 10 Exit: https://goo.gl/maps/sZQ4R

Directions from Interstate 10: Take the Dalrymple Exit from the East or West. Turn right onto Dalrymple and continue through the lakes to the LSU campus. Go through the circle drive staying on Dalrymple, pass the Lab and Law Schools and turn left on Highland Rd at the traffic light. Continue on Highland through three traffic lights, and pass the Parker Coliseum. Turn right onto Nicholson Drive Extension just before Dalrymple curves to the left. Continue down Nicholson past the Business bldg. (lots of glass), Patrick Taylor bldg, and Campus Federal Credit Union. The Energy bldg. will be on your right. It has a rotunda near the street and is almost directly across a large parking lot from the LSU Football Stadium. Designated parking will be available surrounding the building.

Contact: Brenda Nixon, 225-205-2680